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Abstract

In many machine learning applications, when we face the curse of
dimensionality where the number of features is too large while the number
of training examples is too small; relevant features selection is a critical
need before applying any prediction models on our small data. To extract
the maximum information out of the data in this setting; a possible and
interesting source of useful information would be the experts of the field.
The previous works introduced the benefits of querying one expert on the
relevance and weights of the coefficients in sparse linear regression and
how this feedback improves the prediction. But this method falls under
the assumption that the voter has sufficient knowledge. Naturally, it is
very hard to ensure the level of accuracy, which exposes the feedback to
the risk of being biased. We define a way to calculate the accuracy of
a user feedback and propose two methods to combine votes of multiple
users on the relevance of features, calculate the accuracy of the final votes
and study the reduction in the prediction error in a synthetic setting.

1 Introduction

The most essential factor in machine learning is data, gathered in different forms
and combinations, organized or messy, structured or noisy. Therefore the larger
the training sample is; the higher the possibility to learn an efficient model that
will perform as expected on test data. Not having adequate training examples
is a common problem in many text mining and bioinformatic problems where
our small training set has thousands of features; that means high feature to
sample ratio, and a high dimension search space for the learning algorithm. To
challenge the curse of dimensionality and be able to generalize authentically;
we need to reduce the dimension space by methods like principal component
analysis or variables selection. Selecting variables in different ways like variable
ranking using correlation or with nested subset selection methods; is to improve
models runtime and get higher efficiency for the prediction on test data[4].
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This work aims to develop an algorithm to combine the feedback of various
users on the relevance of features and see the improvement of the transferred
knowledge on the accuracy of the predictions by comparing MSE averaged values
for different methods. This work is based on the previous research on the
improvement of expert feedback on feature relevancy and value of coefficients in
sparse linear regression [2], where the authors proposed a model that improved
the prediction accuracy by querying one expert on the most informative features
formulated as a probabilistic inference process.

Our study aims to extend this work by incorporating and combining feedback
from several experts with different levels of accuracy in simulated settings. Our
goal is to study which is the best method to merge expert opinions to gain
additional needed information in ”small n large p” scenarios, depending on
variables such as the tuned levels of accuracy of the feedbacks, the number of
voters feedback used to formulate the combined Majority Vote feedback and
Field Focused Feedback.

Outline: The rest of the report is organized as follows. Section 2 explains
some relevant previous works, Section 3 introduces the setting and notations
used in this paper and present a model to calculate the accuracy of the combined
feedback, Section 4 presents the contributions and explains the two methods
proposed to combine multiple users feedbacks, Majority Vote and Field Focused
Feedbacks, Section 5 details the experimental parameters of the synthetic setting
used in this paper. Section 5.1 presents the results of the combined vote feedback
for 3 different cases of accuracy levels and different number of users’ feedbacks
used to form the combination.

2 Related Works

This research goes under various subjects in the machine learning field; by con-
cept, approach or objective. Many studies focus on the advantage of the user in
the interactive machine learning process, where we involve the domain experts
who are the expected future users of the applications in the development. They
participate in feature selection, tuning parameters or defining new constraints
resulting in a faster and more accurate learning [1]. Knowledge Elicitation via
Sequential Probabilistic Inference for High-Dimensional Prediction [2] is a re-
cent study to exploit experts’ domain knowledge to help determine relevant
features efficiently by formulating knowledge elicitation in sparse linear regres-
sion as a probabilistic inference process. The authors intend to find a solution
to the situation where the number of training examples is inadequate in a par-
ticular instance of sparse linear regression. The essence of the method is that
it adjusts to the feedback gained from the field professional and consecutively
integrates the feedback before choosing the next query that maximizes the infor-
mation gain. This study continues previous approaches for formulating experts
knowledge efficiently like in prior elicitation where the aim is to create a prior
distribution for Bayesian data analysis and limit the number of variables rel-
evant to learn efficiently [5]. The method in [2] encodes the knowledge of the
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expert as a feedback model and identifies a query algorithm that ranks the fea-
tures according to their information gain, with a user interface to promote an
efficient interaction. The feedback is modeled as additional data. The overall
interaction scheme is to compute posterior distribution over the training data;
the expert is queried sequentially for the feedback. The feedback is used to
update posterior accordingly. They consider two types of feedback: about the
relevance of the features, and the value of the regression coefficients. The query
algorithm arranges the features to query about the feature that maximize the
information gain first. The bigger the information gain, the higher the influence
of the new feedback. This work is closely related to ensemble methods in ma-
chine learning [3] where we combine individual decisions of multiple classifiers
under the conditions that the individual classifiers are 1- accurate (better than
random guessing) and 2- diverse (make different errors on new data points) we
use an average vote to classify test data and avoid the risk overfitting the model.
Ensemble classifiers are good for statistical, computational and representational
reasons The author mentions manipulating the input features as a technique to
deal with highly redundant features; the main idea in this method is to build
various classifiers by selecting unique subsets of the input features, stating that
the ensemble classifier was able to match human experts [6].

3 Setting and Notations

We take the notion of expert feedback on relevance of features and the lin-
ear regression function to approximate the coefficients in spike and slab linear
regression from [2].

In the setting we consider several experts that give feedbacks on the rele-
vance of features (1 means relevant, 0 means not relevant), as we study ways to
combine these feedbacks we can consider the feedback of each expert as their
vote for the relevance of a feature. We introduce here the methods of calcu-
lating accuracy and combining voters, we create a synthetic setting explained
below.

Setting let X ∈ Rn×p denotes training data generated from standard nor-
mal distribution X ∼ N(0, 1), the number of examples n . Let p be the total
number of features, and w1, · · · , wp ∈ R are the regression coefficients, we de-
note p∗ as the number of relevant features, we have w1, · · · , wp∗ unknown true
coefficient values are generate from wi ∼ N(0, 1) the rest are set to zero. The
observed target values are Y ∈ Rn, the experts number en (number of users’
feedbacks); we constrain en to be odd (en mod 2 = 1) to facilitate the calcu-
lation of the majority vote. The predefined levels of experts accuracy vector is
denoted L.

We define terms like b the budget which is the number of questions we can
ask to each expert; the default of our setting having budget equals to the number
of relevant features b = p∗. We also create and normalize some test data under
the same conditions.

We define F to be the feedback from the voters about the relevance of the
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features as a boolean matrix F (b,en) such that (F [i, j] =1 if the expert j thinks
that the feature i is relevant and 0 if it is irrelevant). Individual feedback for
voter j is presented by a binary array F j .

We define the accuracy of combined feedback, as the percentage of 1’s
in the feedback, denoted A by querying the voter only on the relevant features
(which will all have true coefficients). We calculate the percentage of ones’
(relevant) over the total number of relevant features:

A(F j) =
1

p∗

p∗∑
i=1

F j [i]. (1)

We make use of deterministic posterior approximations for fast computa-
tion, used to approximate spike-and-slab prior and the feedback models [2] this
function takes each feedback individually.

We supply the feedback from each voter to the linear regression model that
returns the weights of the voted-as-relevant coefficients. We use the mean
squared error as our loss function (the mean of the squared difference between
the predicted and actual target value), we calculate the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) as the risk function to compare the effect of the feedbacks on the pre-
dicted regression model MSE = 1

N Σn
i=1(Yi − Ŷi)

2

In the following we will introduce our two methods to combine the feedbacks
from multiple experts with various levels of accuracy on the relevance of features
in ”small n large p” applications and we will discuss the effect of the combined
vote in the reduction of the prediction error.

4 Ensemble Feedback

Following the work on Knowledge Elicitation Via Probabilistic Inference [2], this
model suggests combining the knowledge of multiple experts on high dimensional
data. We present our data to the voters and we gather their feedback on the
relevance of the p∗ features.

Ensemble experts provides two methods to merge or assemble those feed-
backs provided by the users into a single reliable final vote used to select the
relevant features.

4.1 Majority Vote Feedback

Supposing we have a set of features P = {p1, p2 · · · pp∗} , a set of odd number of
Experts E = {e1, e2, · · · , een} with varying accuracy level for each expert. We
want to combine the feedbacks of our users and evaluate the improvement in
the results and compare with the score of individual feedback. The combination
takes the form of a single feedback composed of the majority vote over the
features; and since the feedback is boolean (1 if the expert thinks the feature is
relevant and 0 if the expert believes it is irrelevant) the majority vote is assigned
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1 if the average of votes > 0.5 indicating that more than half of the number of
experts agree that this feature is relevant, and 0 otherwise.

This method suggests averaging the feeds from the users over each feature to
generate a generalized vote based on summing the number of positive votes for
each feature from the experts over the number of experts. having b the assigned
budget of queries to each expert, F the feedback matrix of all experts, en an
odd number of experts. we combine the feedbacks to generate the majority vote
as follows:

Algorithm 1 Majority Vote for Combing Feedbacks

for i = 1 to b
for j = 1 to en
FMV [i] = 1

en

∑en
j=1 F [i, j]

FMV [i] =

{
1 if FMV [i] > 0.5;
0 if FMV [i] < 0.5.

The majority-vote feedback is the boolean vector FMV obtained from
averaging the votes of all users on the relevance of the features.

4.2 Field-Focused-Feedback (FFF )

In applications with high number of features, like medical applications with
various data about the patients (general information, blood analysis, genetic
background, immune system status, medical history . . . ); it is very likely that
we can divide those features into subsets or fields; where each of those subsets
belong to a specialized field and having a field expert feedback would be more
reliable than a general one.

The model assumes in our setting that the number of fields nf equals the
number of experts: nf = en, we also take into consideration (b mod nf = 0).
We define the range of field as budget over number of fields: rf = b

nf
. field-

accuracy(nf ,en) here is a square matrix indicating the accuracy for each expert
over each field. We illustrate the steps in a simple example showing the feedback
matrix F for three experts en = nf = 3, p∗ = b = 9.
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Figure 1: Example of 3 Experts Feedback Matrix divided into 3 Fields.

We take each feedback individually and calculate the accuracy for each ex-
pert over the fields as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Expert 1 Field Accuracy

We obtain accuracy matrix for the experts over each field. Here we select
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the maximum accuracy over each field, and we keep the indices of the experts
that maximize the accuracy over the fields in a vector MA.

Figure 3: Accuracy Matrix for Experts - Max Accuracy

We retrieve the feedback FFF given by the expert with the maximum accu-
racy over each field from the feedback Matrix F by:

for j = 1 to nf :
FFF [((j − 1)× rf ) + 1 : i× rf ]= F [((j − 1)× rf ) + 1 : i× rf ,MA[j]].

5 Experiments

To study and evaluate the performance of our proposed methods we run some
experiments of a regression problem on synthetic data under controlled set-
tings: our parameters mainly include: n number of training samples n ∈
{10, 15, 20} p is the number of features p = 100 for setting1, and p =
1000 for setting2, p∗ number of relevant features p∗ ∈ {20, 39, 70} for setting1,
and p∗ ∈ {119, 120, 150, 154, 180, 210} for setting2. We generate our training
data X ∈ Rn×p from standard normal distribution X ∼ N(0, 1). We generate
unknown, true coefficient values w (only first wp∗ are non-zero). We generate
the output data Y ∼ N(Xwp∗ , 1). We normalize our training and test data for
better scaling. We use an odd number of experts en ∈ {3, 5, 7} with varying
accuracy levels to be detailed in the result section; we assign the level of accu-
racy for experts in a vector L. We create the feedback of experts as a matrix
F with number of rows equals to b, and number of columns equals to en; we
constraint the budget (number of questions to ask each expert) to be equal to
the number of relevant features p∗ in both settings. F

b×en
is generated by setting

to 1 the amount corresponding to the level of accuracy in L for the expert over
the budget, then we make a random permutations of the 1s and 0s to make sure
that not only the first features are each time the ones with the correct feedback.
We copy the environment setting in [2] for the inputs of the linear regression
spike and slab function, prior and other fixed model parameters.

We run our code1 and repeat the data generation and experiments over
100 times and 500 times for other settings to have confidence under the law

1Code available on github https://github.com/Loujainl/ExpertsCombination
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of large numbers. We measure and average the accuracy of the ensembeled
Majority Vote and Field Focused Feedbacks as in equation 1. We use the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) as the risk function to compare the effect of the feedbacks
on the predicted regression model MSE = 1

N Σn
i=1(Yi − Ŷi)

2. We measure and
average the MSE for individual experts feedbacks, Majority Vote, Field-Focused
Feedback and no feedback.

5.1 Results

We tested the model on different settings and parameters, we detail the effect
of the users’ levels of accuracy on the combined vote accuracy as the most
interesting influence on our objective.

5.1.1 Voters with Uncertain Levels of Accuracy

We test the effect of having fraud votes with accuracy level less than random
guessing (< 0.5) on the performance of the Majority Vote and Field Focused
Feedback.

Number of Experts en= 3: The figure 4a shows the experts levels initi-
ated L = [0.75 0.60 0.45]. The accuracy of Majority Vote AMV = 0.67 , Field
Focused Feedback accuracy level AFFF = 0.75 . Figure 4b shows the MSE
scored by each expert feedback, by our two combination and the MSE for the
regression with no feedback.

(a) Uncertain Accuracy 3 Experts (b) MSE 3 Experts

Figure 4: Voters with Uncertain Accuracy - MSE - Three Experts Combination

Number of Experts en = 5: We try the model with 5 voters on the
relevance of features for a linear regression model, we combine the votes of
the 5 feedbacks and calculate the accuracy of the Majority Vote and Field
Focused Feedback, we measure and average the Mean Squared Error scored by
the regression model for every voter.

The figure 5a shows the 5 experts levels initiated L = [0.70 0.60 0.55 0.50
0.40]. The accuracy of Majority Vote AMV = 0, 59 , Field Focused Feedback
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accuracy level AFFF = 0, 63. Figure 5b shows the MSE scored by each expert
feedback, by our two combination and the MSE for the regression with no
feedback.

(a) Uncertain Accuracy 5 Experts (b) MSE 5 Experts

Figure 5: Voters with Uncertain Accuracy- MSE - Five Experts Combination

Number of Experts en= 7: We test the combination of the feedbacks
having 7 voters levels initiated L =[0.75 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.50 0.45 0.40] shown
in 6a. With the accuracy of Majority Vote AMV = 0, 613 , Field Focused
Feedback accuracy level AFFF = 0, 689. Figure 6b shows the MSE scored by
each expert feedback, by our two combination and the MSE for the regression
with no feedback.

(a) Uncertain Accuracy 7 Experts (b) MSE 7 Experts

Figure 6: Voters with Uncertain Accuracy- MSE - Seven Experts Combination

After studying the results presented above of the calculated accuracy levels
of the majority vote feedback and field focused feedback and the MSE averaged
values for the individual voters and the combined votes, also to the model with
no feedback, we notice that following the field focused feedback shown in the
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last figure for example, we obtain a more important reduction in MSE value
MSEFFF = 0.961 for the combined vote than the majority vote MSEMV =
0.971 shown in orange. Field focused feedback accuracy and MSE values fall
between the highest two experts accuracies and MSE values respectively. The
model with no feedback MSE = 0.991 and the voter with the highest accuracy
L[1] = 0.75 and MSEexp1 = 0.956.

These results leads us to prefer the Field Focused Feedback combination
method in the setting where we are uncertain of the voters’ accuracy levels,
FFF scored lower error resulting in a fairly trustable final feedback than the
Majority Vote combination .

5.1.2 Voters Accuracy Levels Better Than Random Guessing

We test the effect of having voters with accuracy levels better than random
guessing (> 0.5) on the performance of the Majority Vote and Field Focused
Feedback.

Similar Levels of Accuracy: We try different number of experts with
similar accuracy levels:

Number of Experts en = 3: The figure 7a shows the experts levels initi-
ated L1 = L2 = L3 = 0.7. The accuracy of Majority Vote AMV = 0.79, Field
Focused Feedback accuracy level AFFF = 0.72 . Figure 7b shows the MSE
scored by each expert feedback, by Majority Vote of similar levels feedbacks and
the field focused feedback, and the MSE for the regression with no feedback.

(a) Similar Accuracy 3 Experts (b) MSE 3 Experts

Figure 7: Voters with Similar Accuracy Levels- MSE - Three Experts Combi-
nation

Number of Experts en = 5:
We run the model with five experts having approximately similar levels.

The figure 8a shows the experts levels initiated L1 = L2 = 0.75,L3 = L4 =
0.7,L5 = 0.6 . The accuracy of Majority Vote AMV = 0.82 , Field Focused
Feedback accuracy level AFFF = 0.72 . Figure 8b shows the MSE scored
by each expert feedback, by Majority Vote of five experts with similar levels
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feedbacks , the MSE of field focused feedback, and the MSE for the regression
with no feedback.

(a) Similar Accuracy 5 Experts (b) MSE 5 Experts

Figure 8: Voters with Similar Accuracy Levels- MSE - Five Experts Combina-
tion

Number of Experts en = 7:
We try combining seven voters with quiet similar accuracy levels, the figure

9a shows the initiated experts levels, L1 = L2 = 0.70,L3 = L4 = L5 =
0.65,L6 = L7 = 0.60 the level of accuracy for the Majority Vote AMV = 0.792
and Field Focused Feedback AFFF = 0.69.

Figure 9b shows the MSE scored by each expert feedback, in orange the
Majority Vote of five experts with similar levels feedbacks , the MSE of field
focused feedback in red, and the MSE for the regression with no feedback.

(a) Similar Accuracy 7 Experts (b) MSE 7 Experts

Figure 9: Voters with Similar Accuracy Levels- MSE - Seven Experts Combi-
nation

These results presented in the previous section imply that in the case of
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voters with sufficient similar degree of knowledge, more precisely similar accu-
racy levels better than random guessing, the Majority Vote combination returns
an interesting reduction in the MSE value than the single voters or the Field
Focused Feedback method.

5.1.3 Voters with Ascending Levels of Accuracy:

We here study the case with experts’ accuracy levels > 0.5 and increasing degree
of credibility for the voters.

Number of Experts en = 3: We run the model for three experts with
close high accuracy levels and illustrate the level of integrity of the combined
votes. Figure 10a shows the primarily levels of three experts L = [0.75 0.70
0.65]. The accuracy of Majority Vote AMV = 0.85 , Field Focused Feedback
accuracy level AFFF = 0.73.

Figure 10b shows the MSE scored by each expert feedback, the MSE for the
Majority Vote , Field Focused Feedback error and the MSE for the regression
with no feedback.

(a) Increasing Accuracy 3 Experts (b) MSE 7 Experts

Figure 10: Voters with Increasing Accuracy Levels - Three Experts Combination

Number of Experts en = 5: We present the result of combining five voters
with increasing accuracy better than random guessing using Majority Vote and
Field Focused Feedback.

Figure 11a shows the primarily levels of five experts L = [0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65
0.60]. The accuracy of Majority Vote AMV = 0.80 , Field Focused Feedback
accuracy level AFFF = 0.77.

Figure 11b reflects the averaged error scored by each expert feedback, the
MSE for the Majority Vote feedback in orange, Field Focused Feedback error in
red and the error for the regression with no feedback.
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(a) Increasing Accuracy 5 Experts (b) MSE 7 Experts

Figure 11: Voters with Increasing Accuracy Levels - Five Experts Combination

Number of Experts en = 7:
We repeat the experiment of combining accurate voters with increasing

credibility levels, here we present seven experts feedback with best voter level
L1 = 0.85 and least accuracy level L7 = 0.55. Figure 12a shows that Majority
Vote feedback accuracy AMV = 0.905 , Field Focused Feedback accuracy level
AFFF = 0.771.

The bar plot in Figure 12b shows MSE scores for the voters and the ensemble
votes.

(a) Increasing Accuracy 7 Experts (b) MSE 7 Experts

Figure 12: Voters with Increasing Accuracy Levels - Seven Experts Combination

Studying the last three results of combining accurate feedbacks from different
number of voters with incremental credibility levels using Majority Vote method
shown in orange outcomes a notable decrease in the averaged value of the Mean
Squared Error than the error of the user with the best high accuracy level. Field
Focused Feedback shown in red resulted in a relatively good combined vote close
to the performance of experts between the highest two accuracy levels. This
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leads to believe that combining voters with ascending levels of accuracy using
the majority vote feedback results in an important decrease of the averaged
Mean Squared Error for the linear regression than the error of the voter with
the best accuracy level.

6 Conclusion

We proposed two techniques to combine the feedbacks of multiple users on the
relevance of coefficients in ”small n, large p” linear regression in a synthetic
setting, and a model to calculate the accuracy of the combined vote. We il-
lustrated and discussed the effects of the number of voters and their levels of
credibility on the accuracy and performance of the Majority Vote feedback and
Field Focused Feedback and proposed the preferred model to use when combin-
ing the feedbacks according to the environment settings. It is important to note
that any single feedback with accuracy A > 0.5 results in a reduction of the
averaged MSE value of the model than no feedback. Combining feedbacks is
also beneficial in preventing overfitting in machine learning applications where
the number of training samples is too small and the number of dimensions is
too large.

7 Future Works

It could be an interesting thing to find out when is it necessary to combine
votes? is there a threshold of accuracy levels for enhanced combination? How
trustable is this accuracy measure of the user knowledge? Will we get better
results if we ensure diversity in the generated feedbacks? How will our model
behave on different datasets. These could be outlines for developing this work
in the future.
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